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Structure
The Forum is a two-day event combining Plenary sessions on
horizontal issues as “Policy” with Parallel Sessions on Technical
and Strategically aspect.
Thursday 26 November 2015
11.00

Registration open

11.30

Opening Plenary Session

“ITS leading the way”
Moderator:
Roberto Arditi (SINA)
n Official Welcome
Speakers:
Maria Margherita Migliaccio Italian Ministry of Infrastructures
and Transports
Paolo Pierantoni SIAS/Gavio Group
Topics/Outcomes:
Hosting authorities - the Italian Minister of Infrastructures
and Transports and national road operators will have the
opportunity to welcome everyone to EIP+ FORUM, providing
a general outlook on the programme event.

n European Council
Frans Op de Beeck Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment
- The Netherlands future Presidency of the European Council
Topics/Outcomes:
Netherlands is one of the EU frontrunner on ITS since
years and it has consolidated a good experience in all
TEN-T projects. The upcoming important role in steering
the EU Council will be the occasion to reinforce ITS on
the EU agenda as one of the strategically element to
achieve co-modality along the CEF Corridors.
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n European Commission - Innovation and Networks
Executive Agency (INEA)
Pierpaolo Tona
Topics/Outcomes:
INEA is the Agency in charge of implementing the
European Commission policies through the funding programme CEF and H2020. The Agency has been widely
supporting the EIP+ and the ITS Corridor projects in the
recent years and it will continue to monitor their technical
and financial implementation. The portfolio of ITS projects
funded by INEA represents a major tool for the harmonised
deployment of ITS in the EU, which will be further
supported by the CEF programme in the forthcoming call
for proposals.
n EIP+
Federica Polce EIP+ Coordinator (Italian Ministry of Infrastructures
and Transports)
Topics/Outcomes:
The establishment of the European ITS Platform+ facilitate
the ITS Policy level cooperation of Member States and
European Commission particularly with regard to the
priority actions and priority areas of the ITS Directive
2010/40/EU and its Delegated Acts.
The major objective of the EIP+ is to contribute to ensure
harmonised and interoperable deployment of ITS on the
TEN-T road network especially via a well-established links
to the Member State.
Corridor deployment projects as: Arc Atlantique, Crocodile,
MedTIS, NEXT-ITS and Ursa Major.
The EasyWay Community is still all together even if there
are now several projects, in which they are involved.
During the opening session, it will be provide an overview
on the EIP+ structure and a summary of the most
important results achieved within the study Activities
and sub-activities.
12.45

Lunch
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14.00
n European Commission
Catherine Trautmann European Coordinator for the TEN-T
North Sea-Baltic Corridor
Topics/Outcomes:
Within the new CEF Program (2014-2020) has been introduced “Core network Corridors” to facilitate the coordinated
implementation of the core network. Issues for the CEF
Corridors, not easy to overcome, are: how to start realizing
multi-modality, how to link between the Corridors, the huge
effort to realize cross-border parts, the scarcity of funding;
in this framework ITS can play a role.
In order to realize their full potential and European added
value, CEF Corridors will need also ITS Services and System
for seamless and multimodal operation, services of information, of management and of logistics. Also for the urban
environment ITS provides tools to address its challenges of
safety and mobility in a sustainable way.
In the end, after having all hard infrastructure in place, the
optimal functioning and use of CEF Corridors will determine
how effective they will be in their economic added value in
a safe and environmentally friendly way. Therefore ITS
Services for transport, traffic management, logistics and
information should be applied to make the CEF Corridors
contribute optimally to the desired policy goals.
ITS on the European road network has been developed,
with the EC support, considerably over the years for the
benefit of trade, the economy, the freedom of movement
of European citizen and goods, improving Capacity, Safety
and Management.
The opportunity of having the important contribution of
high-level representative from EC will provide valuable
insights on how include ITS in CEF Corridors plans while
using European standards and specifications are a condition
(sine qua non) for CEF Corridors to become truly “corridors”
and make them also the “seed” for harmonized mobility
services in the other networks, hubs and cities across
Europe.
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Right after the second Plenary Session of the day will be devoted to the EIP+ project:

“Taking the lead”
Moderator:
Alessandro Javicoli EIP+ Project Manager (SINA)
Speakers:
Stephanie Kleine EIP+ SA2.1 DGs
Reiner Doelger EIP+ SA2.2 EWMap
Florin Nemtanu EIP+ SA4.2 New Monitoring Technologies
Alberto Arbaiza EIP+ SA4.3 VMS Harmonization
Henk Jansma EIP+ SA4.4 DATEX II
Topics/Outcomes:
The “EIP+” continued to pursue the main “EIP” project
(Nov. 2013 - Feb 2015, co-funded by the European Commission under the EC ITS Call 2012) objectives of fostering
the consensus building between European Member States
to continue the existing cooperation for improving of
cross-border coordination, the exchange of knowledge
and sharing of best practices and the harmonised deployment of ITS services across EU, to overcome fragmentation which hinders the efficiency and competitiveness
of road transport along EU corridors.
The session will be devoted to present the relevant
general information/achievements of EIP+ (starting form
the result of EIP) and the Platform’s links/connections to
the ITS Road Corridors.
16.00

Coffee break

16.30

Technical parallel sessions

Session A

“The informed way”
ROOM FELLINI

Moderator:
Torsten Geissler (BASt)
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Speakers:
Andreas Kochs (Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure
- Germany) “The implementation framework for the Delegated
Regulation 2015/962 in Germany”
Marjolein Masclee (URSA MAJOR) “Real time traffic information as basis for TMP across the URSA MAJOR corridor”
Antonio Lucas Alba (EIP+) “What specific human rationale
lies behind road sign displays? Key structural factors for harmonizing posted signs, VMS and in-vehicle displays”
Åke Egemalm (NEXT-ITS) “Acquisition of real time traffic
data”
Jan Willem Tierolf (Arc Atlantique) “Praktijk Proef Amsterdam”
Béatrice Thouvenin / Pietro Contegno (MedTIS) “The crossborder Travel Time service between France and Italy”
Sara Rodriguez/Frédéric Ambleton (MedTIS) “Cross-border
collaboration between France and Spain”
Topics/Outcomes:
Delegated Act 962/2015 with regard to the provision
of EU-wide real-time traffic information services (RTTI)
Traveller Information Services are of high value for endusers who intend to better plan or adapt their journey
depending on road situation. They contribute to providing
better transport services by improving comfort and awareness, as well as safety and individual mobility.
This session will present a large benchmark of Traveller
Information ITS services solutions, their impact on the
management of the TEN-T network, the approach retained
in the EasyWay Corridors as for the current deployment
actions and a prospective approach on the future implementations that would challenge the way end-user are
informed on road conditions.
Session B

“Finding the best way”
ROOM MICHELANGELO

Moderator:
Julie Raffaillac (EC DG MOVE)
Speakers:
Julie Raffaillac (EC DG MOVE) / Daniel Cullern (EIP+)
“Harmonising evaluation: defining common KPI for ITS”
Rudi Tegenbos (Arc Atlantique) “ITS Cost Benefit Analysis
from a deployment corridor perspective”
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Reiner Dölger (URSA MAJOR) “Use of floating car data for evaluation”
Stefaan Hoornaert (Arc Atlantique) “Flanders peak hour lane”
Aidan Smyth (Arc Atlantique) “Bluetooth Journey Time Trial”
Topics/Outcomes:
Evaluation – KPI
Building on the work and outcomes of past funded European
Programmes, such as Tempo and EasyWay 1 & 2, the EIP+ Evaluation group have been working in conjunction with the five
Deployment Corridors granted under the 2013 ITS Multi-Annual
Call as well the European Commission and other study groups
to establish a consistent approach to the evaluation of ITS
systems and services on the European network.
Accordingly, the EIP+ Evaluation group, together with deployment corridor representatives and in alignment with the DG
MOVE study into KPI for ITS, have defined a common set of
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for ITS road implementations
as well as an universal reporting and guidance procedure.
This work to date has engendered a more harmonised evaluation
process which enables enhanced comparability of outputs, it
can also be seen as laying the foundation for further improved
harmonisation in future funded programmes based on the
findings of the current programmes.
As such, the agreed KPI definitions and evaluation guidance,
developed in view of parallel DG MOVE activities and a wealth
of past evaluation experiences, will not only lay the foundation
for further review and refinement of approaches and definitions,
but will also continue to inform the ongoing discourse around
the evaluation of road ITS and the safety, environmental and
cost benefits which ITS can offer to the European citizen.
This session will demonstrate the approaches developed by
the EIP+ Evaluation group as well as summarising some of the
findings of the current deployment programmes in terms of
the real benefits and impacts of ITS deployment on the
European road network.
18.00

End first day

19.30

Visit to Colonna Palace
Address: P.zza SS. Apostoli, 66

20:30 Gala Dinner
Galleria del Cardinale (c/o Colonna Palace)
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Friday 27 November 2015
9.30

Technical Parallel Sessions

Session C

“Safer on the way”
ROOM MICHELANGELO

Moderator:
Thomas Sjöström (NEXT-ITS)
Speakers:
Gottfried Allmer (CROCODILE) “ASFINAG Content Management
System (DATEX II)”
Satu Innamaa (NEXT-ITS) “Safety benefits from SRTI – first
assessment”
Jonathan Mann (Arc Atlantique) “Highways England's Implementation of traffic and safety related information”
Topics/Outcomes:
Delegated Act 886/2013 with regard to data and procedures for the provision, where possible, of road safety-related minimum universal traffic information
free of charge to users
The Delegated Act 886/2013 on “the provision of road
safety-related minimum universal traffic information free
of charge to users” (SRTI) has come into force across Europe and Member States are finding their ways forward
in response to the regulation.
This session will explore the current status of the implementation of the Delegated Act on SRTI across Europe,
and provide good examples of how the work is proceeding
in European corridor projects and in national initiatives.
Important aspects include as well the deployment of monitoring systems, as the development of information
channels (DATEX II) and Single Points of Access.
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Session D

“The way to data”
ROOM FELLINI

Moderator:
Louis Hendriks (EIP+ SA3.2)
Speakers:
Jacqueline Barr EIP+ SA3.2 “State of the art of SPA in
Europe - Result of EIP+ questionnaire and interview findings”
Martin Böhm Austria (AustriaTech) “ The Metadata catalogue
- An essential element to make data searchable”
Tiffany Vlemmings The Netherlands (NDW) “The Dutch ITS
access point for SRTI and Truck Parking”
Gerhard Menzel EC-DG MOVE “Launch of the European
Access Point for Trucks Parking Data according to delegated
regulation 855/2013”
Jens Ansorge Germany (BASt) ”Mobility Data Marketplace The German approach to make data available”
Topics/Outcomes:
Single Point of Access
All EU Member States are (or should be) working on the
implementation of one or more so-called Single Point of
Access in order to fulfill the requirements of three European
Delegated regulations:
• Priority action B: The provision of EU-wide real-time
traffic information services
• Priority action C: The provision of EU-wide Safety Related
Traffic Information services.
• Priority action E: The provision of information services
for safe and secure parking places for trucks and commercial vehicles.
The Delegated Regulations are intended to provide appropriate framework conditions enabling the co-operation of
all relevant stakeholders (road authorities, road operators
and information service providers, truck parking operators)
involved in the traffic information value chain, and to
support the interoperability, compatibility, and continuity
of traffic information services across Europe.
This session will explore the current status of the implementation of Single Points of Access, highlight relevant initiatives and address challenges. And of course there will
be room for questions and discussions.
www.easyway-its.eu
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11.00
11.30

Coffee break
Technical Parallel Sessions

Session E

“Stopping on the way”
ROOM FELLINI

Moderator:
Josef Kaltwasser (URSA MAJOR)
Speakers:
Andreas Kochs (Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure
– Germany) “How to approach the collection and maintenance
of “static” data for truck parking”
Arne Lindeberg (NEXT-ITS) “Parking in the urban interface – a
facilitator for improved efficiency”
Enrico Ferrante (URSA MAJOR) “Optimised parking using Intelligent Truck Parking”
Gottfried Allmer (CROCODILE) “Providing parking data as
content for end user services”
Jürgen Neugebauer (URSA MAJOR) “Detection and processing
of dynamic (real-time) parking data”
Adam Nagy (CROCODILE) “Truck parking information on the
M1 Motorway in Hungary”
Topics/Outcomes:
Delegated Regulation 885/2013 with regard to the provision of information services for safe and secure parking
places for trucks and commercial vehicles
European Members States and the European Commission
are busy to implement the Delegated Regulation
885/2013 on “the provision of information services for
safe and secure parking places for trucks and commercial
vehicles”.
This session will explore the current status of the implementation of the Delegated Regulation, look into associated
challenges and highlight relevant initiatives. While Member
States are working hard to set up their National Points of
Access, the EC is working on a European one.
What is needed to harmonize data sources in a way that allows their publication on a National Points of Access, and
how does this related to the EC access point?
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How can the ITS Road Corridor projects contribute?
Which challenges does a Road Operator face when trying
to make his data available for services?
The speakers in this session are distinguished experts in
their domain and they have been asked to address the provision of content for truck parking services from the perspective of an operator, each highlighting one particular
aspect of relevance.
Beyond 885/2013, the session will also discuss new approaches
to optimise truck parking space using ICT technology.
Session F

“Refining the way”
ROOM MICHELANGELO

Moderator:
Risto Kulmala (EIP+ SA31 Leader)
Speakers:
Julie Raffaillac (EC DG MOVE)
Clas Roberg (NEXT-ITS) “Quality validation carried out in
EIP+ - Case Sweden”
Jens Ansorge (Germany BASt) “Quality criteria and requirements for SRTI and RTTI as validated by EIP+”
Risto Öörni (EIP+ SA31) “Quality assessment methods for
SRTI and RTTI as validated by EIP+”
Teun Hendriks (TNO/TISA) “Quality of traffic information:
the perspective of service provider”
Jacob Langebæk Hegner (NEXT-ITS) “Next generation IT system in the Traffic Management Centre”
Topics/Outcomes:
Quality of real-time and safety-related trafﬁc information services
The quality of real-time and safety-related traffic information
services and their data is essential to impacts, benefits and
costs of the services. The sessions discusses the current
status of quality aspects of these services based on the
work carried out in EIP and EIP+ as well as related European
and national actions.
13.00

Lunch
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14.30

Final Plenary Session

“EIP+: paving the way forward”
Moderator:
Martin Böhm (CROCODILE)
Speakers:
Torsten Geissler (EIP+ SA41 - Amsterdam Group)
Jan Willem Tierolf (RWS)
Arne Lindeberg (EIP)
Dora Ramazzotti (POLIS)
Massimo Schintu (ASECAP/AISCAT)
Olga Landolfi (The Network of National ITS Associations/TTS
Italia)
Rapporteur:
Fotis Karamitsos - deputy Director General EC DG MOVE
Topics/Outcomes:
ITS on the European road network has been developed,
with the EC support, considerably over the years for the
benefit of trade, the economy, the freedom of movement
of European citizen and goods, improving Capacity, Safety
and Management.
New approaches and emerging technologies, such as
Cooperative ITS, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems...
etc will further increase the problem solving capacity of
the transport system and change mobility. With open
data, cars and smart phones as sensors also the market
will play an increasing role.
Road sector needs to be a key player, at the same level of
other stakeholder, for future strategies and investments
in the field of mobility; it will be important to share best
practice and to develop synergies at technical and legislation level on specific issues, for future mobility.
During the closing plenary session the above issues will
be discussed with the aim to propose and sharing with
other stakeholders the EIP+ and Corridors “vision” and
“ambition” for future ITS implementation; what the EasyWay ITS community would like to achieve in the next
year by the development and deployment of ITS; how
road ITS can bring mutual benefit for the optimal fun-
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ctioning and use of the “Core network corridors".
Within the closing plenary session an interactive discussion
between the panellist speakers and the audience will be
stimulate/animate by the Moderator in order to identify
strategic concrete actions that can be developed in the
short to medium term (2020).
The scope is to define for the future development and
implementation of ITS, the associated benefits and the
way forward to deliver these benefits by clear objectives
and targets as well as associated actions to achieve
these targets. In this process is also important to define
respective roles and responsibilities of the various involved
“actors” and “stakeholders”. Both European and national
policy-maker have to play an important role to pave the
way for future ITS development, based on the specifications
and suggestions provided by the road operators and different stakeholders that, day by day, are engaged and responsible for the management of the Core and Comprehensive European road network.
As a result of the EIP+ Forum an “ITS Manifesto” will be
developed and delivered to the Coordinators of the 9 EU
“Core network corridors” in order to provide a tangible
value for the performance optimization of the CEF
Corridor by the completion and upgrade of harmonized
ITS services for Traffic Management, Traffic and Travel
Information, Multimodal Information, Freight Mobility
Support and, in later years, Cooperative mobility.
16. 00

End of the EIP+ Forum
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Location

MICHELANGELO
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FELLINI

Via Alibert, 5A
00187 Roma – Italia
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